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ABSTRACT	
This	article	investigates	sound	correspondences	among	cognates	shared	by	Arabic	(ARA),	
English	(ENG),	and	Indonesian	(IND).	The	cognates	comprise	ARA	and	IND	words	copied	
from	ENG	and	ENG	words	as	the	forms	from	which	they	are	copied.	The	data	corpora	are	
taken	from	the	phonological	forms	(pronunciations)	of	the	words	which	are	obtained	from	
reliable	 transcription/source.	 Besides	 sound	 correspondences	 (known	 as	 sound	
replacements	in	morphophonemics),	certain	other	morphophonemic	phenomena	found	in	
the	phonological	realizations	of	the	words,	i.e.,	sound	additions,	sound	fusions	and	deletions,	
sound	 laxings,	 sound	 lenitions,	 sound	 fortitions,	 assimilations,	 dissimilations,	 and	
metatheses,	are	being	analytically	discussed.	The	patterns	of	sound	correspondences	among	
the	cognates	become	the	findings	of	the	investigation.	
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1. INTRODUCTION	
As	the	consequence	of	language	contact,	there	are	words	in	a	certain	language	resulted	from	borrowing.	
For	example,	each	of	Indonesian	(IND)	word	inci	/ɂInci/	and	Arabic	(ARA)	word	 شنإ 	/ɂInʃ/	is	borrowed	
from	 English	 (ENG)	 word	 inch	 /Intʃ/.	 Aitchison	 (2013,	 p.150)	 states,	 “’Borrowing’	 is	 a	 somewhat	
misleading	word.	…	The	item	is	actually	copied,	rather	than	borrowed	in	the	strict	sense	of	the	term”.	In	
line	with	that,	Haugen	(1972,	p.	81)	states,	“…	the	term	‘borrowing’	might	seem	to	be	almost	as	inept	for	
the	process	we	wish	to	analyze	as	‘mixture’.	…	the	borrowing	takes	place	without	the	lender’s	consent	
or	awareness,	and	the	borrower	is	under	no	obligation	to	repay	the	loan”.	Based	on	the	two	quotations,	
copying	is	preferably	used	in	this	article	instead	of	borrowing.	

Notions	of	importation	and	substitution	are	pointed	out	by	Haugen	(1972)	as	types	of	copying.	
If	 the	 linguistic	 unit	 is	 similar	 enough	 to	 the	 form	accepted	by	 a	native	 speaker	 (the	 speaker	 of	 the	
language	from	which	the	linguistic	unit	is	copied)	as	his	own,	it	is	imported.	If	it	is	reproduced	and	its	
form	 is	 similar	 to	 certain	 pattern	 in	 the	 copying	 language,	 the	 unit	 is	 substituted.	 The	 notions	 are	
associated	by	Fauzi	(2015)	with	the	notions	of	adoption	and	adaptation:	importation	is	associated	to	
adoption	and	substitution	is	associated	to	adaptation.	

IND	word	cas	is	copied	from	ENG	word	charge	/tʃɑ:ɹʒ/.	Orthographically,	it	is	realized	as	a	string	
of	 graphemes/letters	 c-a-s	 and	 phonologically	 is	 realized	 as	 a	 string	 of	 sounds/phonemes	 /cʌs/.	
Therefore,	adaptations,	both	orthographically	and	phonologically,	happen	in	the	copying.	However,	this	
article	only	deals	with	the	phonological	adaptations	found	in	the	copy	words.	

This	article	investigates	sound/phoneme	correspondences	among	(1)	IND	words	copied	from	
ENG,	 (2)	ARA	words	 copied	 from	ENG,	 and	 (3)	ENG	words	 from	which	 they	are	 copied.	Al-Athwary	
(2016)	reports	phonological	modifications	happen	in	words	in	Modern	Standard	ARA	which	are	copied	
from	ENG.	Phonological	modifications,	which	are	claimed	by	Al-Athwary	as	phonological	adaptations	
are	found	in	300	words.	The	phonological	constraints	are	often	called	phonotactic	constraints;	and	that	
seems	 to	be	 the	 reason	why	Al-Athwary	 entitles	his	 research	 report	 “The	phonotactic	 adaptation	of	
English	loanwords	in	Arabic”.	This	article	describes	the	phonological	adaptations	in	IND	and	ARA	words	
which	are	copied	from	ENG.	It	also	describes	how	phonotactic	rules	in	the	phonology	of	each	language	
govern	the	adaptations.	
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2. COPY	LINGUISTIC	UNITS	
There	are	several	forms	of	linguistic	units	resulted	from	copying,	i.e.	copy	word,	copy	phrase,	copy	blend,	
and	copy	translation.	Loan	word	(copy	word)	is	explained	by	Fromkin,	Rodman,	and	Hyams	(2014)	as	a	
word	in	one	language	whose	origin	is	in	another	language;	they	exemplify	besiboru	 ‘baseball’	as	a	copy	
word	in	Japanese	which	is	derived	from	ENG.	Its	form	shows	the	characteristic	of	adjustment	explained	by	
Aitchison	and	discussed	in	the	previous	paragraph.	The	adjustment	is	related	to	the	notion	of	adaptation	
in	Crystal’s	 (2008,	p.	286)	definition	of	 loan	 ‘copy’,	“…	 loan	words	 (where	both	 form	and	meaning	are	
borrowed,	or	“assimilated”,	with	some	adaptation	to	the	phonological	system	of	the	new	language	…)	…”.	
Phonotactic	rules	in	Japanese	phonology	refraining	/l/	from	occurring	in	its	words	has	caused	the	sound	
realized	as	sound	cluster	/ru/	in	the	copy	word.	

Aitchison	 (2013)	exemplifies	un	blanc	visage	 ‘a	white	 face’—in	which	syntactic	 construction	
adopted	from	German	occurs—as	a	copy	phrase	in	French.	Fauzi	(2015)	reports	that	IND	copy	phrase	
unit	analisis	/ɂʊ.nIt.ɂʌ.nʌ.lI.sIs/	is	copied	from	ENG	phrase	analysis	unit	/ǝ.næ.lI.sIs.ju.nIt/.	Different	from	
what	happens	 in	 the	French	copy	phrase	aforementioned,	 instead	of	 syntactic	adoption,	 syntactic	or	
structural	 adaptation	 happens	 in	 unit	 analisis.	 Furthermore,	 besides	 the	 structural	 adaptation,	 the	
phonological	form	of	the	IND	copy	phrase	shows	that	phonological	adaptation	also	happens	in	it.	

Crystal	(2008,	p.286)	explains	loan	blend	(copy	blend)	in	“…;	loan	blends	(where	the	meaning	
is	borrowed,	but	only	the	part	of	the	form	…)	…”.	This	form	of	copy	linguistic	unit	is	termed	by	Baker	and	
Hengeveld	(2012,	p.	417)	as	loan	compound	and	is	explained	as	“…	such	as	these	consist	of	a	combination	
of	a	loan	word	from	language	A	…	and	an	original	word	from	language	B	…”.	Fauzi	(2015)	exemplifies	
menganalisis	and	dianalisis	as	Indonesian	copy	blends	becoming	the	equivalents	for	ENG	to	analyze	
and	be	analyzed	such	as	in	The	researcher	decided	to	analyze	the	data	qualitatively;	in	other	words,	the	
data	 were	 analyzed	 qualitatively.	 Therefore,	 if	 it	 is	 translated	 into	 IND,	 Peneliti	 memutuskan	
menganalisis	data	secara	kualitatif;	dengan	kata	lain,	data	dianalisis	secara	kualitatif	is	resulted.	Copy	
blend	menganalisis	consists	of	two	morphemes:	base	form	analisis,	i.e.	a	free	morpheme	which	is	copied	
from	ENG	and	prefix	meN-;	while	dianalisis	consists	of	base	form	analisis	and	prefix	di-.	In	contrast,	Heru	
(2014)	 reports	 his	 investigations	 of	 IND	 noun-forming	 suffixes	 copied	 from	 foreign	 languages.	 He	
explains	 that	 sukuisme	 ‘ethnicity	matters’	 is	 a	 result	 of	 suffix	 -isme	 (IND	 suffix	 derived	 from	Dutch)	
attachment	to	base	 form	suku	 ‘ethnic’.	Thus,	 there	are	two	types	of	copy	blends	 in	 IND:	(1)	the	ones	
resulted	from	the	attachment	of	IND	bound	morphemes	to	base	forms	which	are	copy	linguistic	units	
and	 (2)	 the	 ones	 resulted	 from	 the	 attachment	 of	 copy	bound	morphemes	 to	 base	 forms	which	 are	
originally	IND.	

Crystal	(2008,	p.286)	explains	loan	translation	(copy	translation)	in	“…;	loan	translation	(where	
the	morphemes	in	the	borrowed	word	are	translated	item	by	item,	e.g.	superman	from	Übermensch–also	
known	as	a	calque)	…”.	Fauzi	(2015)	exemplifies	IND	phrase	cetak	biru	as	a	copy	translation	derived	
from	ENG	phrase	blue	print.	However,	the	copy	linguistic	units	involved	in	this	article	are	mostly	in	forms	
of	copy	words.	ENG	ice	cream	which	is	in	form	of	phrase	turns	out	to	be	realized	as	a	word:	IND	eskrim	
and	ARA	 میركسیأ .	 ENG	pragmatism,	 becoming	 one	 of	 the	 ENG	 linguistic	 units	 involved	 in	 this	 article,	
contains	suffix	-ism;	but	when	copied	into	ARA,	it	is	realized	as	 ةیتامغارب ,	i.e.	a	word	form	containing	ARA	
suffix	corresponding	to	the	ENG	suffix.	
	
3. SOUND	CORRESPONDENCES,	 SOUND	REPLACEMENTS,	AND	PHONOLOGICAL	ADAPTATIONS	

IN	COPY	LINGUISTIC	UNITS	AS	COGNATES	
Fromkin,	Rodman,	and	Hyams	(2014)	point	out	that	from	cognates	in	languages	developed	from	the	same	
ancestral	root	we	can	observe	sound	correspondences	and	 from	which	we	can	deduce	sound	changes.	
Phenomena	of	sound	correspondences	or	sound	replacements	in	IND	copy	words	derived	from	ENG	are	
reported	 by	 Fauzi	 (2015).	 He	 reports	 myriad	 of	 data	 showing	 sound	 replacements	 and	 prosody	
replacement	by	a	segmental	sound,	sound	fissions	and	additions,	sound	fusions	and	deletions,	and	IND	
bound-morpheme	attachments	to	base	forms	which	are	copy	words.	He	also	reports	morphophonemic	
rules	governing	the	phonological	adaptations	found	in	the	data.	The	rules	involve	sound	laxings,	lenitions,	
fortitions,	assimilations,	dissimilations,	and	metatheses.	The	phenomena	pointed	out	in	this	paragraph	are	
claimed	by	Fauzi	as	the	phonological	adaptations	found	in	the	phonological	realizations	of	IND	copy	words	
derived	from	ENG.	
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4. PHONEMES	
This	article	shows	how	the	correspondences	of	the	phonemes	(and	the	allophones)	in	the	phonological	
realizations	of	the	cognates	shared	by	IND,	ARA,	and	ENG.	Therefore,	the	distributions	of	phonemes	in	
the	three	languages	are	needed.	Fauzi	(2015)	suggests	the	following	distributions	of	phonemes	in	ENG.	
	
• The	Distribution	of	Consonant	Phonemes	and	their	Allophones	in	ENG	

	 points	of	articulation	

manners	of	
articulations	 bilabial	 labio-

dental	 dental	 alveola
r	

post-
alveola

r	

palata
l	 velar	 glot

-tal	

plosive	 p		b	 	 	 t		d	 	 	 k		g	 	
nasal	 			m	 	 	 			n	 	 	 	ŋ	 	
thrill	 	 	 	 								r	 	 				 	
affricate	 	 	 	 	 tʃ	dʒ	 	 	 	
fricative	 	 f		v	 θ		ð	 s		z	 ʃ		ʒ	 	 	 h	
lateral	 	 	 	 		l	 			 	 	 	
approximan
t	 			w	 	 	 									ɹ	 		j	 	 	

	
• The	Distribution	of	Vowel	Phonemes	and	their	Allophones	in	ENG	

tongue	
position	

front	 central	 back	
tense	 lax	 tense	 tense	 lax	 tense	

high	 i	 I	 	 	 u	 ʊ	
mid	 e	 ɛ	 ɜ	 ə	 o	 ɔ	
low	 	 æ	 a	 ʌ	 ɑ	 ɒ	

	
A	diphthong	can	also	be	a	phoneme	in	ENG.	Diphthong	/aʊ/	in	cow	/kaʊ/	differs	it	from	key	

/ki:/.	Soenjono	(2009)	explains	that	at	least	there	are	two	other	diphthongs	phonemes	in	ENG,	i.e.	(1)	
/ai/	 as	 in	write	 /rait/;	 the	 diphthong	 differs	 it	 from	 root	/ru:t/	 and	 (2)	 	 /ɔi/	 as	 in	boy	 /bɔi/;	 	 the	
diphthong	differs	it	from	bee	/bi:/.	

The	following	are	the	distributions	of	phonemes	in	IND	that	involves	consonants,	vowels,	and	
diphthongs	suggested	by	Fauzi	(2015).	
	
• The	Distribution	of	Consonant	Phonemes	and	their	Allophones	in	IND	

	 points	of	articulation	

manners	of	
articulations	 bilabial	 labio-

dental	
alveola

r	

post-
alveola

r	

palata
l	 velar	 uvula

r	
glot
-tal	

plosive	 p		b	 	 t		d	 	 C		J	 k		g	 	 ɂ	
nasal	 			m	 	 			n	 	 			ň	 			ŋ	 	 	
thrill	 	 	 					 		r	 	 	 				 	
affricate	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	 	
fricative	 	 f			 s		z	 ʃ			 	 	 x	 h	
lateral	 	 	 		l	 	 	 	 	 	
approximan
t	 			w	 	 						 	 			j	 	 	 	

	
• The	Distribution	of	Vowel	Phonemes	and	their	Allophones	in	IND	

tongue	
position	

front	 central	 back	
tense	 lax	 tense	 lax	 tense	 lax	

high	 i	 I	 	 	 u	 ʊ	
mid	 e	 ɛ	 	 ə	 o	 ɔ	
low	 	 	 a	 ʌ	 	 	
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Soenjono	(2009)	explains	that	IND	has	three	diphthong	phonemes,	i.e.	/aI/,	/aʊ/,	and	/ɔI/.	The	
distinctiveness	of	 the	diphthongs	 can	be	 seen	when	 they	occur	 in	 the	 following	minimal	pair:	pakai	
/pa.kaI/	 ‘wear/use’	versus	paku	/pa.ku/	 ‘nail’,	kalau	 /ka.laʊ/	 ‘if’	versus	kali	/ka.li/	 ‘river’,	 and	sepoi	
/sə.pͻI/	‘breeze’	versus	sepi	/sə.pͻI/	‘silent’.		
	
• The	Distribution	of	Consonant	Phonemes	and	their	Allophones	in	ARA	

	
	 points	of	articulation	

manners	
of	

articulatio
ns	

bi-
labia
l	

labio
-

dent
al	

dent
al	

alveo
lar	

post-
alveo
lar	

palat
al	

vela
r	

uvul
ar	

phar
y-
ngea
l	

glot
-tal	

plosive	 			b	 	 	 t		d	 	 			J	 k				 	 				 ɂ				

plosive-
emphatic	 	 	

(denti-
alveolar)	

		tˤ		dˤ	
	 	 				 q	 ʕ	 				

nasal	 			m	 	 	 			n	 	 				 		 	 	 	
thrill	 	 	 	 					 			r	 	 				 			ɣ	 	 	
fricative	 	 f				 θ	ð	 s		z	 ʃ		 	 			 x			 ħ			 h			
emphatic-
fricative	 	 	 	ðˤ	 sˤ	 	 	 	 	 	 	

lateral	 	 	 	 		l	 			 	 	 	 	 	
approxima
nt	 			w	 	 	 						 	 			j	 	 	 	 	

	
Hellmuth	 (2006)	 and	 Isaksson	 (n.d.)	 explain	 that	 /a/,	 /i/,	 and	 /u/	 are	 vowels	 belong	 to	ARA	

phonology.	Furthermore,	the	writer	of	this	article	thinks	that	/ʌ/	(as	the	variant	of	/a/),	/ʊ/	(as	the	variant	
of	/u/),	and	/I/	(as	the	variant	of	/i/).	Besides,	vowel	/o/	and	/ɔ/	also	belong	to	ARA	phonology,	but	they	
are	specially	distributed	because	they	occur	only	after	certain	consonants,	i.e.	after	emphatic	consonants	
/tˤ/,	/dˤ/,	/q/,	/ðˤ/,	dan	/sˤ/,	after	thrill	consonants	/r/	and	/ɣ/,	or	after	fricative-uvular	consonant	/x/.	

The	 special	 distribution	of	 vowel	 /o/	 and	/ɔ/	 in	ARA	phonology	mentioned	 in	 the	previous	
section	 is	 dealing	with	 phonotactic	 rules.	 Phonotactics	 is	 defined	 by	 Fromkin,	 Rodman,	 and	 Hyams	
(2014,	p.	575)	as	“rules	stating	permissible	strings	of	phonemes	within	a	syllable”.	They	also	point	out	
that	 one’s	 knowledge	 of	 phonology	 includes	 information	 about	 what	 sequences	 of	 phonemes	 are	
permissible,	and	what	sequences	are	not;	and	they	explain	that	the	limitations	on	sequences	of	segments	
are	called	phonotactic	constraints.	
	
5. SOUND	CORRESPONDENCES	AMONG	COGNATES	SHARED	BY	ARA,	ENG,	AND	IND	
The	IND	linguistic	units	being	involved	are	the	particular	ones	copied	from	ENG	listed	by	Jones	(2008)	
and	by	Fauzi	(2015).	The	involvement	of	the	linguistic	units	is	due	to	the	fact	that	the	two	references	are	
the	two	most	updated	references	of	IND	linguistic	units	copied	from	ENG.	The	selection	of	the	particular	
ones	 is	 caused	 by	 the	 fact	 that	 their	 ENG	 equivalents	 also	 become	 linguistic	 units	 from	which	 ARA	
linguistic	units	reported	by	Al-Athwary	(2016)	are	copied.		

Meanwhile,	ARA	linguistic	units	being	involved	are	the	particular	ones	copied	from	ENG	listed	by	
Al-Athwary	(2016).	The	involvement	is	based	on	the	fact	that	it	is	the	most	updated	reference	of	ARA	
linguistic	unis	copied	from	ENG.	The	selection	of	the	particular	ones	is	caused	by	the	fact	whether	their	
ENG	equivalents	also	become	linguistic	units	from	which	IND	linguistic	units	reported	by	Jones	(2008)	
and	by	Fauzi	(2015)	are	copied.		

As	 the	 result	 of	 the	 efforts	mentioned	 in	 the	 last	 two	paragraphs,	 79	 linguistic	 units	 (cognates)	
shared	by	the	three	languages	are	obtained.	The	orthographic	forms	of	IND	and	ENG	linguistic	units	refer	
to	Jones	(2008)	and	Fauzi	(2015).	The	phonological	forms	of	IND	linguistic	units	refer	to	Fauzi	(2015).	
The	phonological	 forms	of	ENG	 linguistic	units	refer	 to	 the	newest	edition	of	Longman	Dictionary	of	
Contemporary	English.	The	phonological	forms	of	ARA	linguistic	units	refer	to	Al-Athwary	(2016).	

Al-Athwary	(2016)	only	attaches	the	phonological	forms	of	ARA	linguistic	units	becoming	the	data	
of	his	research.	In	order	to	obtain	the	orthographic	forms,	the	writer	of	this	article	took	them	from	Google	
Translation.	In	order	to	obtain	more	valid	orthographic	forms	(as	well	as	more	valid	phonological	forms)	
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of	 the	 ARA	 linguistic	 units,	 they	 were	 verified	 by	 consulting	 Syamsul	 Hadi,	 a	 professor	 of	 Arabic	
Linguistics	 from	 Universitas	 Gadjah	 Mada	 Yogyakarta,	 Indonesia;	 the	 verification/consultation	 was	
conducted	on	19	June	2018.	

The	corpora	above-mentioned	were	also	used	by	Fauzi	 (2018)	as	 the	data	 source	 for	his	 article	
entitled	“Grapheme-Phoneme	Correspondences	in	Cognates	Shared	by	Arabic,	English,	and	Indonesian”.	
The	involvement	of	the	corpora	is	based	on	the	fact	that	this	article	also	needs	them	as	the	data	source.	
Since	the	topic	of	the	article	is	similar	of	the	topic	of	the	article	written	by	Fauzi	(2018)	above-mentioned,	
certain	parts	of	 	sections	1,	2,	3,	and	4	of	this	article	are	derived	from	what	were	described	by	Fauzi	
(2018)	in	that	article.						

The	following	subsections	describe	sound	correspondences	in	cognates	shared	by	ARA,	ENG,	and	IND.	
The	orthographic	forms	are	listed	in	the	left	columns,	while	the	phonological	forms	are	listed	in	the	right	
columns.	Since	ENG	linguistic	units	become	the	forms	from	which	IND	and	ARA	linguistic	units	are	copied,	
the	descriptions	start	with	ENG	linguistic	units.	
	
5.1 Sound	Replacements	
The	following	is	the	distribution	of	sound	replacements	among	the	cognates.	
	
• Consonant	Replacements	

o Consonant	Replacements	in	IND	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

yard	 /jɑ:d/	 yard	 /jʌrt/	 ةدرای 	 /ja:r.dʌh/	
jazz	 /dʒæz/	 jaz	 /Jɛs/	 زاج 	 /Ja:z/	

shampoo	 /ʃæm.pu:/	 sampo	 /sʌm.po/	 وبماش 	 /ʃa:m.bu:/	
	

Plosive-alveolar-lenis	/d/	and	fricative-alveolar-lenis	/z/	can	only	occur	as	onset	in	IND	syllable.	Since	
each	of	them	occurs	as	coda,	it	is	realized	as	its	allophone:	(1)	/d/	as	plosive-alveolar-fortis	/t/,	articulated	
at	the	same	place	where	/d/	is	articulated	(homorganic	to	/d/),	in	/jart/	and	(2)	/z/	as	fricative-alveolar-
fortis	/s/,	homorganic	to	/z/,	in	/Jɛs/.	Since	the	allophones	are	realized	as	fortis	consonants,	the	sound	
replacements	also	show	fortition.	

Although	fricative-postalveolar-fortis	/ʃ/	is	a	phoneme	in	IND,	it	is	explained	by	Hasan	(2103)	as	a	
copy	consonant.	That	is	the	reason	why	it	is	realized	as	a	consonant	which	is	purely	IND	and	articulated	
not	far	from	where	that	ENG	phoneme	is	articulated	(quite	homorganic	to	it),	i.e.	fricative-alveolar-fortis	
/s/,	in	/sʌm.po/.	In	other	words,	the	phonological	realization	is	dealing	with	the	effort	in	order	that	it	
sounds	more	IND.	
	

o Consonant	Replacements	in	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

gallon	 /gæ.lən/	 galon	 /ga.lɔn/	 نولاغ 	 /ɣo:.lu:n/	
golf	 /gɑlf/	 golf	 /go.ləf/	 فلوج 	 /Ju:lf/	
hello	 /hə.ləʊ/	 halo	 /ha.lo/	 ولأ 	 /ɂʌ.lu:/	
transit	 /træn.sIt/	 transit	 /trʌn.sIt/	 تزنارت 	 /ti.ra:n.zIt/	
watt	 /wɒt/	 watt	 /wʌt/	 طاو 	 /wa:tˤ/	

	
Plosive-velar-lenis	/g/	is	not	a	phoneme	in	ARA.	Therefore,	it	is	realized	as	an	ARA	phoneme	

which	is	quite	homorganic	to	the	ENG	phoneme:	as	thrill-uvuar-lenis	/ɣ/	in	/ɣo:.lu:n/	and	as	plosive-
palatal-lenis	/J/	in	/Ju:lf/.	

Although	fricative-glottal-fortis	/h/	and	as	fricative-alvolar-fortis	/s/	are	phonemes	in	ARA,	each	
of	those	ENG	phonemes	are	realized	as	plosive-glottal-fortis	/ɂ/	in	/ɂʌlu:/	and	as	fricative-alveolar-lenis	
/z/	in	/ti.ra:n.zIt/.	In	the	first-mentioned	realization	fortition	happens	because	fricative	sound	is	realized	as	
plosive	sound	(stronger	sound),	while	in	the	last-mentioned	realization	lenition	happens.	The	lenition	also	
becomes	the	phenomena	of	assimilation:	the	realization	of	lenis	/z/	is	influenced	by	the	similar	sound	(lenis	
/n/)	occurring	before	it.	

ENG	plosive-alveolar-fortis	/t/	turns	out	to	be	realized	as	ARA	plosive-emphatic-denti-alveolar-
fortis	/tˤ/	in	/wa:tˤ/.	In	other	words,	the	phonological	realization	is	dealing	with	the	effort	in	order	that	it	
sounds	more	ARA.	
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o Consonant	Replacements	in	both	IND	and	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

catalogue	 /kæ.tə.lɒg/	 katalog	 /katalɔk/	 جولاتك 	 /katalu:J/	
prag-
matism	

/præg.	
mə.tI.zəm/	

prag-
matisme	

/prʌk.	
ma.tIs.mə/	 ةیتامغارب 	 /bI.ri:.ɣa.	

ma:.tij.jah/	
chocolate	 /tʃɒ.klIt/	 coklat	 /Co.klʌt/	 ةتلاوکوش 	 /ʃu:.ku.la:.tʌh/	
hydrogen	 /haI.drə.dʒən/	 hidrogen	 /hi.dro.gɛn/	 نیجوردیھ 	 /hi:.dru:.Ji:n/	
jacket	 /dʒæ.kIt/	 jaket	 /Ja.kɛt/	 تكاج 	 /Ja:.kIt/	
pyjamas	 /pə.dʒɑ:.məz/	 piama	 /pi.ja.ma/	 ةماجب 	 /bi.Ja.:mʌh/	
vaseline	 /væ.sI.li:n/	 vaselin	 /fa.sə.lIn/	 نیلزاف 	 /fa:.zi.li:n/	

	
Plosive-velar-lenis	 /g/	 is	 realized	 as	 plosive-velar-fortis	 /k/	 in	 (1)	 IND	 /ka.ta.lɔk/	 and	

/prʌk.ma.tIs.mə/	and	as	plosive-palatal-lenis	/J/	in	(2)	ARA	/ka.ta.lu:J/	and	as	/ɣ/	in	ARA	/bI.ri:.ɣa.ma:.tij.	
jah/.	Phenomena	in	(1)	are	dealing	with	the	phonotactic	rules	that	refrain	lenis	/g/	from	occurring	as	coda	
in	IND,	so	fortis	/k/,	as	its	allophone,	is	realized;	and	fortition	happens.	Phenomena	in	(2)	are	dealing	with	
the	 realization	of	 an	ENG	phoneme	which	does	not	belong	 to	ARA	as	an	ARA	phoneme	 in	each	of	 the	
linguistic	units.		

Affricate-postalveolar-fortis	/tʃ/	does	not	belong	to	IND	or	ARA.	Therefore,	it	is	realized	as	the	
one	which	is	quite	homorganic	or	homorganic	to	it.	In	IND	/Co.klʌt/	it	is	realized	as	plosive-palatal-fortis	
/C/	and	in	ARA	/ʃu:.ku.la:.tʌh/	as	fricative-post-alveolar-fortis	/ʃ/.		

Affricate-post-alveolar-lenis	/dʒ/	does	not	belong	to	IND	or	ARA.	Therefore,	it	is	realized	as	the	one	
which	is	quite	homorganic	or	homorganic	to	it.	In	IND	/hi.dro.gɛn/	it	is	realized	as	plosive-velar-lenis	
/g/.	It	is	realized	as	plosive-palatal-lenis	/J/	in	IND	/Ja.kɛt/	as	well	as	in	ARA	/hi:.dru:.Ji:n/,	/Ja:.kIt/,	and	
/bi.Ja:.mʌh/.	It	is	realized	as	approximant-palatal-lenis	/j/	in	IND	/pi.ja.ma/.	

Fricative-labiodental-lenis	/v/	does	not	belong	to	IND	or	ARA.	Therefore,	it	is	realized	as	the	one	
which	is	homorganic	to	it,	i.e.	as	fricative-labiodental-fortis	/f/	in	IND	/fa.sə.lIn/	and	ARA	/fa:.zi.li:n/.	The	
last-mentioned	realizations	show	fortition.	The	fortition	in	ARA	/fa:.zi.li:n/	also	becomes	the	phenomena	
of	 dissimilation:	 the	 realization	 of	 fortis	 /f/	 (instead	 of	 lenis)	 is	 influenced	 by	 the	 opposite	 type	 of	
consonant	(lenis	/z/)	occurring	before	it.	
	
• Vowel	Replacements		

o Vowel	Replacements	in	IND	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

vaseline	 /væ.sI.li:n/	 vaselin	 /fa.sə.lIn/	 نیلزاف 	 /fa:.zi.li:n/	
mechanic	 /mi.kæ.nIk/	 mekanik	 /me.ka.nIk/	 يكیناكیم 	 /mi:.ka:.ni:.ki:/	
jacket	 /dʒæ.kIt/	 jaket	 /Ja.kɛt/	 تكاج 	 /Ja:.kIt/	
super-
market	 /su:.pə.	mɑ.kIt/	 supermar

ket	 /su.pər.	mʌr.kət/	 تكرامربوس 	 /su:.bʌr.	
ma:r.kIt/	

rheu-
matism	

/ru:	
.mə.tI.zəm/	 rematik	 /rɛ.ma.tIk/	 مزتامور 	 /ru:.	ma:.tIzm/	

	
High-front-tense	 /i/	 is	 realized	 as	 high-front-lax	 /I/	 in	 /fa.sə.lIn/.	 Therefore,	 vowel	 laxing	

happens.	Meanwhile,	it	is	realized	as	mid-front-tense	/e/	in	/me.ka.nIk/.	High-front-lax	/I/	is	realized	as	
mid-front-lax	 /ɛ/	 in	 /Ja.kɛt/	 and	 as	 mid-central-lax	 /ə/	 in	 /su.pər.mʌr.kət/.	 The	 two	 last-mentioned	
realizations	 show	 lowered	 tongue-position.	 Back-high-tense	 /u/	 is	 realized	 as	 mid-front-lax	 /ɛ/	 in	
/rɛ.ma.tIk/.	Besides	lowered-centered	tongue-position,	the	last-mentioned	realization	shows	laxing.	
	

o Vowel	Replacements	in	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

disco	 /dIs.kəʊ/	 disko	 /dIs.ko/	 وکسید 	 /di:.sku:/	
jelly	 /dʒe.li/	 jeli	 /Je.li/	 يلیج 	 /Ji:.li:/	
tennis	 /te.nIs/	 tenis	 /te.nIs/	 سنت 	 /tI.nIs/	
penalty	 /pe.nʌl.ti/	 penalti	 /pe.nʌl.ti/	 يتنلب 	 /ba.lʌn.ti:/	
christmas	 /krIs.məs/	 krismes	 /krI.sməs/	 سمسرك 	 /ki.rIs.mIs/	
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computer	 /kəm.	
pju:.tər/	 komputer	 /kɔm.pu.tər/	 رتویبمك 	 /kʊm.	

bi.ju:.tʌr/	
bulldozer	 /bʊl.dəʊ.zər/	 buldoser	 /bʊl.do.sər/	 رزودلب 	 /bIl.dʌw.zʌr/	
base	ball	 /beIs.bɔ:l/	 bisbol	 /bIs.bɔl/	 لوبسیبلا 	 /bi:s.bu:l/	

	
High-front-lax	/I/	is	realized	as	high-front-tense	/i/	in	/di:.sku:/.	Therefore,	tensing	happens.	

The	realization	of	tense	vowel	is	also	followed	by	length.	Meanwhile,	mid-front-tense	/e/	is	realized	as	
high-front-tense	/i/	in	/Ji:.li:/,	high-front-lax	/I/	in	/tI.nIs/,	and		low-central-tense	/a/	in	/ba.lʌn.ti:/.	
The	 realizations	 of	 those	 vowels	 show	 assimilation	 because	 the	 realization	 of	 each	 of	 the	 vowels	 is	
influenced	by	the	similar	vowel	occurring	before	it.	The	first-and-second-mentioned	realizations	show	
raised	tongue-position	while	the	last-mentioned	one	shows	lowered-centered	tongue-position.	Besides,	
the	second-mentioned	realization	shows	laxing.	

Mid-central-lax	/ə/	is	realized	as	high-front-lax	/I/	in	/ki.rIs.mIs/	and	as	low-central-lax	/ʌ/	in	
/kʊm.bi.ju:.tʌr/.	 The	 first-mentioned	 realization	 shows	 raised-fronted	 tongue-position.	Meanwhile,	 the	
last-mentioned	one	shows	lowered	tongue-position.	High-back-lax	/ʊ/	is	realized	as	high-front-lax	/I/	in	
/bIl.dʌw.zʌr/;	 fronted	 tongue-position	happens.	Mid-back-lax	/ɔ/	 is	 realized	as	high-back-tense	/u/	 in	
/bi:s.bu:l/;	raised	tongue-position	happens.	In	the	last-mentioned	realization,	tensing	happens	and	length	
is	following	the	tense	vowel.	
	

o Vowel	Replacements	in	both	IND	and	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

jeep	 /dʒi:p/	 jip	 /JIp/	 بیج 	 /Jʌjb/	
film	 /fIlm/	 film	 /fi.ləm/	 ملیف 	 /fi:lm/	

vaseline	 /væ.sI.li:n/	 vaselin	 /fa.sə.lIn/	 نیلزاف 	 /fa:.zi.li:n/	
chocolat

e	 /tʃɒ.klIt/	 coklat	 /Co.klʌt/	 ةتلاوکوش 	 /ʃu:.ku.la:.tʌh/	

heli-
copter	

/he.lI.	
kɒp.tər/	

helikopte
r	

/he.li.	
kɔp.tər/	 رتبوكیلھ 	 /hi.li:.	

ku:b.tʌr/	
internet	 /In.tər.net/	 internet	 /ɂn.tər.nɛt/	 تنرتنإ 	 /ɂIn.tʌr.nIt/	
rugby	 /rʌg.bi/	 rugbi	 /rʊk.bi/	 يبجر 	 /rʊJ.bi:/	
chlorine	 /klɔ:.ri:n/	 klorin	 /klo.rIn/	 رولك 	 /ku.lu:r/	

	
High-front-tense	 /i/	 is	 realized	 as	 high-front-lax	 /I/	 in	 IND	 /JIp/	 and	 as	 diphthong	 in	 ARA	

/Jʌjb/.	Vowel	laxing	happens	in	/JIp/.	Meanwhile	diphthongization	happens	in	/Jʌjb/.	
High-front-lax	/I/	is	realized	as	high-front-tense	/i/	in	IND	/fi.ləm/	as	well	as	in	ARA	/fi:lm/	

and	 /fa:.zi.li:n/;	 tensing	 happens	 in	 the	 realizations.	 It	 is	 realized	 as	 mid-central-lax	 /ə/	 in	 IND	
/fa.sə.lIn/;	 lowered-centered	 tongue-position	 happens.	 It	 is	 realized	 as	 low-central-lax	 /ʌ/	 in	 IND	
/Co.klʌt/	 and	 as	 low-central-tense	 /a/	 in	 ARA	 /ʃu:.ku.la:.tʌh/;	 lowered-centered	 tongue-position	
happens	in	the	realizations	and	laxing	happens	in	the	realization	of	ARA	word.	

Mid-front-tense	/e/	 is	 realized	 (1)	as	mid-front-tense	/e/	 in	 IND	/he.li.kɔp.tər/	and	as	mid-
front-lax	/ɛ/	in	IND	/ɂn.tər.nɛt/	(in	the	last-mentioned	realization	laxing	happens)	and	(2)	as	high-front-
tense	/i/	 in	ARA	/hi.li:.ku:b.tʌr/	and	high-front-lax	/I/	 in	ARA	/ɂIn.tʌr.nIt/;	 in	the	realizations	raised	
tongue-position	happens	and	in	the	last-mentioned	realization	laxing	happens.	

Low-central-lax	/ʌ/	is	realized	as	high-back-lax	/ʊ/	in	IND	/rʊk.bi/	and	in	ARA	/rʊJ.bi:/.	The	
realizations	show	raised-backed	tongue-position.	Meanwhile,	mid-back-lax	/ɔ/	in	ENG	is	realized	as	mid-
back-tense	 /o/	 in	 IND	 /klo.rIn/	 and	 as	 high-back-tense	 /u/	 in	ARA	 /ku.lu:r/.	 Tensing	 happens	 in	 the	
realizations.	Raised	tongue-position	happens	in	the	last-mentioned	realization.	
	

o Schwa	Replacements	in	both	IND	and	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

pyjamas	 /pə.dʒɑ:.məz/	 piama	 /pi.ja.ma/	 ةماجب 	 /bi.Ja:.mʌh/	
oxygen	 /ɒk.sI.dʒən/	 oksigen	 /ɂɔk.sigɛn/	 نیجسكأ 	 /ɂʊk.si.Ji:n/	
anaemia	 /ə.ni:.miə/	 anemia	 /ɂa.ne.mija/	 ایمینأ 	 /ɂʌ.ni:.mi.ja/	
hello	 /hə.ləʊ/	 halo	 /ha.lo/	 ولأ 	 /ɂʌ.lu:/	
gallon	 /gæ.lən/	 galon	 /ga.lɔn/	 نولاغ 	 /ɣo:.lu:n/	
kangaro /kæŋ.gə.ru:/	 kanguru	 /kaŋ.gu.ru/	 رغنك 	 /ka:.ŋʌr/	
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o	
transisto

r	 /træn.zIs.tə/	 transisto
r	 /trʌn.sIs.tɔr/	 روتسزنارت 	 /ti.ra:n.zIs.tu:r/	

kerosene	 /ke.rə.si:n/	 kerosin	 /ke.ro.sIn/	 نیسوریك 	 /ki:.ru:.si:n/	
panoram

a	 /pæ.nə.rɑ.mə/	 panoram
a	 /pa.no.rama/	 اماروناب 	 /ba:.nu:.ro:.ma:/	

	
Mid-central-lax	/ə/	or	schwa	is	realized	as	high-front-tense	/i/	in	IND	/pi.ja.ma/	as	well	as	in	

ARA	/bi.Ja:.mʌh/	and	/ɂʊk.si.Ji:n/;	besides	tensing,	fronted-raised	tongue-position	also	happens;	while	
in	the	realization	of	IND	/ɂɔk.si.gɛn/	only	fronted	tongue-position	happens.	The	schwa	is	realized	as	low-
central-tense	 /a/	 in	 IND	/ɂa.ne.mi.ja/	 and	/ha.lo/,	while	 it	 is	 realized	 as	 low-central-lax	 /ʌ/	 in	ARA	
/ɂʌni:mija/,	/ɂʌ.lu:/,	and	/ka:.ŋʌr/;	 in	 the	realizations	 lowered	tongue-position	happens	while	 in	 the	
realizations	 of	 IND	 words	 tensing	 happens.	 The	 schwa	 is	 realized	 as	 high-back-tense	 /u/	 in	 IND	
/kaŋguru/	 as	 well	 as	 in	 ARA	 /ɣo:.lu:n/,	 /ti.ra:n.zIs.tu:r/,	 /ki:.ru:.si:n/,	 and	 /ba:.nu:.ro:.ma:/;	 the	
realizations	show	tensing	and	raised-backed	tongue-position.	The	schwa	is	realized	as	mid-back-lax	/ɔ/	
in	IND	/galɔn/	and	as	mid-back-tense	/o/	in	IND	/ke.ro.sIn/	and	/pa.no.ra.ma/;	the	realizations	show	
backed	tongue-position	and	the	last-two-mentioned	realizations	show	tensing.	
	

o Non-IND/ARA	Vowel		Replacements	in	both	IND	and	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

jazz	 /dʒæz/	 jaz	 /Jɛs/	 زاج 	 /Ja:z/	
cabin	 /kæbIn/	 kabin	 /ka.bIn/	 ةنیباك 	 /ka.bi:.nʌh/	
fax	 /fæks/	 faks	 /fʌks/	 سکاف 	 /fa:ks/	

hamburger	 /hæm.bɜ:.gər/	 hamburger	 /hʌm.bʊr.gər/	 رجروبماھ 	 /hʌm.bu:r.Jʌr/	
prag-
matism	

/præg.	
mə.tI.zəm/	

prag-
matisme	

/prʌk.	
ma.tI.smə/	 ةیتامغارب 	 /bI.ri.:ɣa.	

ma:.tij.jah/	
gallon	 /gæ.lən/	 galon	 /ga.lɔn/	 نولاغ 	 /ɣo:.lu:n/	

hamburger	 /hæm.bɜ:.gər/	 hamburger	 /hʌm.bʊr.gər/	 رجروبماھ 	 /hʌm.bu:r.Jʌr/	
golf	 /gɑlf/	 golf	 /go.ləf/	 فلوج 	 /Ju:lf/	

panorama	 /pæ.nə.rɑ.mə/	 panorama	 /pa.no.ra.ma/	 اماروناب 	 /ba:.nu:.ro:.ma:/	
pyjamas	 /pə.dʒɑ:.məz/	 piama	 /pi.ja.ma/	 ةماجب 	 /bi.Ja:.mʌh/	
seminar	 /se.mI.nɑ:/	 seminar	 /se.mi.nʌr/	 رانیمس 	 /sI.mi:.na:r/	
catalogue	 /kæ.tə.lɒg/	 katalog	 /ka.ta.lɔk/	 جولاتك 	 /ka.ta.lu:J/	
cocktail	 /kɒk.teIl/	 koktail	 /kɔk.tIl/	 لیتکوک 	 /ku:k.ti:l/	
intercom	 /In.tə.kɒm/	 interkom	 /ɂIn.tər.kɔm/	 مكرتنإ 	 /ɂIn.tʌr.kʊm/	
jockey	 /dʒɒ.ki/	 joki	 /Jo.ki/	 يكوج 	 /Ju:.ki:/	
squash	 /skwɒʃ/	 skuas	 /sku.was/	 شاوكسإ 	 /ɂIs.kwa:ʃ/	
watt	 /wɒt/	 watt	 /wʌt/	 طاو 	 /wa:tˤ/	

	
Low-front-lax	/æ/	 is	realized	as	mid-front-lax	/ɛ/	 in	 IND	/Jɛs/;	 the	realization	shows	raised	

tongue-position.	It	is	realized	as	high-front-tense	/i/	in	ARA	/bI.ri:.ɣa.ma:tijjah/;	the	realization	shows	
raised	tongue-position	and	laxing.	It	is	realized	as	low-central-tense	/a/	in	IND	/kabIn/	and	/ga.lɔn/	as	
well	 as	 in	ARA	 /Ja:z/,	 /ka.bi:.nʌh/,	 and	 /fa:ks/;	 the	 realizations	 show	 centered	 tongue-position	 and	
tensing.	 It	 is	 realized	 as	 low-central-lax	 /ʌ/	 in	 ARA	 /hʌm.bu:r.Jʌr/	 as	 well	 as	 in	 IND	 /fʌks/,	
/hʌm.bʊr.gər/,	and	/prʌk.ma.tIs.mə/;	the	realizations	show	centered	tongue-position.	It	is	realized	as	
mid-back-tense	/o/	in	ARA	/ɣo:.lu:n/;	the	realization	shows	backed-raised	tongue-position	and	tensing.	

Mid-central-tense	/ɜ/	is	realized	as	high-back-lax	/ʊ/	in	IND	/hʌm.bʊr.gər/	and	as	high-back-
tense	/u/	in	ARA	/hʌm.bu:r.Jʌr/.	The	realizations	show	raised-backed	tongue-position.	Meanwhile,	the	
realization	of	IND	word	shows	laxing.	

Low-back-tense	 /ɑ/	 is	 realized	as	high-back-tense	 /u/	 in	ARA	/Ju:lf/;	 the	 realization	 shows	
raised	tongue-position.	It	is	realized	as	mid-back-tense	/o/	in	IND	/go.ləf/	and	ARA	/ba:.nu:.ro:.ma:/;	
the	realizations	show	raised	tongue-position.	It	is	realized	as	low-central-tense	/a/	in	IND	/pa.no.ra.ma/	
and	/pi.ja.ma/	as	well	as	in	ARA	/bi.Ja:.mʌh/	and	/sI.mi:.na:r/;	the	realizations	show	centered	tongue-
position.	 It	 is	 realized	 as	 low-central-lax	 /ʌ/	 in	 IND	 /se.mi.nʌr/;	 the	 realization	 shows	 laxing	 and	
centered	tongue-position.	
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Low-back-lax	/ɒ	is	realized	as	high-back-tense	/ʊ/	in	ARA	/ɂIn.tʌr.kʊm/;	the	realization	shows	
raised	tongue-position.	It	is	realized	as	high-back-tense	/u/	in	ARA	/ka.ta.lu:J/,	/ku:k.ti:l/,	and	/Ju:ki:/;	
the	realizations	show	vowel	tensing	and	raised	tongue-position.	It	is	realized	as	mid-back-lax	/ɔ/	in	IND	
/ka.ta.lɔk/,	/kɔk.tIl/,	and	/ɂIn.tər.kɔm/;	the	realizations	show	raised	tongue-position.	It	 is	realized	as	
mid-back-tense	/o/	in	IND	/Jo.ki/;	the	realization	shows	vowel	tensing	and	raised	tongue-position.	It	is	
realized	 as	 low-central-tense	 /a/	 in	 IND	 /sku.was/	 as	 well	 as	 in	 ARA	 /ɂIs.kwa:ʃ/	 and	 /wa:tˤ/	 ;	 the	
realizations	show	vowel	tensing	and	centered	tongue-position.	It	 is	realized	as	low-central-lax	/ʌ/	in	
IND	/wʌt/;	the	realization	shows	centered	tongue-position.	
	
• Diphthong	Replacements	

o Diphthong	Replacements	in	IND	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

bulldoze
r	 /bʊl.dəʊ.zər/	 buldoser	 /bʊl.do.sər/	 رزودلب 	 /bIl.dʌw.zʌr/	

ice	
cream	 /aIs.kri:m/	 eskrim	 /ɂɛs.krIm/	 میركسیأ 	 /ɂʌj.si.ki.ri:m/	

nylon	 /naI.lɒn/	 nilon	 /ni.lɔn/	 نولیان 	 /nʌ:j.lu:n/	
	

Every	diphthong	in	ENG	words	above-listed	is	realized	as	a	vowel	in	IND	words	but	still	as	a	
diphthong	in	ARA	words.	In	other	words,	the	phenomenon	of	monophthongization	happens	in	IND,	but	
not	in	ARA.	Different	from	each	of	ENG	diphthong	that	consists	of	two	vowels,	every	diphthong	in	ARA	
consists	of	a	vowel	followed	by	an	approximant.	
	

o Diphthong	Replacements	in	both	IND	and	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

cocktail	 /kɒk.teIl/	 koktail	 /kɔk.tIl/	 لیتکوک 	 /ku:k.ti:l/	
laser	 /leI.zər/	 laser	 /la.sər/	 رزیل 	 /lʌj.zʌr/	
radar	 /reI.dɑ:/	 radar	 /ra.dʌr/	 رادار 	 /ra:.da:r/	
poster	 /pəʊs.tər/	 poster	 /pɔs.tər/	 رتسب 	 /bʊs.tʌr/	
disco	 /dIs.kəʊ/	 disko	 /dIs.ko/	 وکسید 	 /di:s.ku:/	
video	 /vI.diəʊ/	 video	 /fi.di.jo/	 ویدیف 	 /fi:.di.ju:/	

hydrogen	 /haI.drə.dʒən/	 hidrogen	 /hi.dro.gɛn/	 نیجوردیھ 	 /hi:.dru:.Ji:n/	
fluorine	 /flʊə.ri:n/	 fluorin	 /fluo.rIn/	 رولف 	 /fʊ.lu:r/	

	
Most	of	diphthongs	in	ENG	words	above-listed	are	monophthongized	in	IND	and	ARA	words,	

except	 in	 ARA	 /lʌjzʌr/.	However,	 instead	 of	 consisting	 of	 two	 vowels,	 the	 diphthong	 in	 ARA	words	
consists	of	a	vowel	followed	by	an	approximant.	In	IND	/fidijo/	and	ARA	/fi:diju:/	ENG	diphthong	is	
realized	as	a	sound-cluster	consisting	of	an	approximant	followed	by	a	vowel.	
	
• Length	Replacement	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
cartoon	 /kɑ:tu:n/	 kartun	 /kʌrtʊn/	 نوترک 	 /kʌrtu:n/	
seminar	 /semInɑ:/	 seminar	 /seminʌr/	 رانیمس 	 /sImi:na:r/	

	
Length	in	ENG	words	is	replaced	by	thrill-post-alveolar-lenis	/r/	in	IND	and	ARA	words.	The	

replacement	is	influenced	by	grapheme-phoneme	correspondence	governing	that	letter	r	in	IND	or	letter	
	.//r	to	corresponds	normally	ARA	in	ر
	
• Bound	Morpheme	Replacements		

ENG	 IND	 ARA	

pragmatism	 /præg.	
mə.tI.zəm/	 pragmatisme	 /prʌk.	

ma.tIs.mə/	 ةیتامغارب 	 /bI.ri:.ɣa.	
ma:.tij.jah/	

rheumatism	 /ru:.	
mə.tI.zəm/	 rematik	 /rɛmatIk/	 مزتامور 	 /ru:.ma:.tIzm/	
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ENG	suffix	 -ism	/I.zəm/	 is	realized	as	/Is.mə/	 in	 IND	/prʌk.ma.tIs.mə/	and	as	/Izm/	 in	ARA	
/ru:.ma:.tIzm/.	However,	the	suffix	is	realized	differently:	as	/Ik/	in	IND	/rɛ.ma.tIk/	and	as	/tij.jah/	in	
ARA	/bI.ri:.ɣa.ma:.tij.jah/.	
	
5.2 Sound	Additions	
The	following	is	the	distribution	of	sound	additions	among	the	cognates.	
	
• Consonant	Additions	

o Consonant	Addition	in	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

tuna	 /tju:.nə/	 tuna	 /tu.na/	 ةنوت 	 /tu:.nʌh/	
	

Fricative-glottal-fortis	/h/	is	added	as	the	final	sound	in	/tu:nʌh/.	Since	it	is	added	as	the	final	sound	
of	the	word,	the	addition	is	called	excrescent.			
	

o Consonant	Additions	in	both	IND	and	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

orchestr
a	 /ɔ:.kIs.trə/	 orkestra	 /ɂɔr.kɛs.tra/	 ارتسكروأ 	 /ɂu:r.kIs.tra:/	

superma
n	 /su:.pə.mæn/	 superme

n	 /su.pər.mɛn/	 نامربوس 	 /su:.bʌr.ma:n/	

influenz
a	 /In.fluen.zə/	 influenz

a	 /ɂIn.flu.wɛn.za/	 ازنولفنإ 	 /ɂIn.fI.lu.wʌn.za/	

anaemia	 /ə.ni:.miə/	 anemia	 /ɂa.ne.mi.ja/	 ایمینأ 	 /ɂa.ni:.mija/	
	

Plosive-glottal-fortis	/ɂ/	is	added	in	both	IND	and	ARA	words.	Since	it	is	added	as	the	initial	sound	
of	the	word,	the	consonant	addition	is	called	prothesis.	Thrill-post-alveolar-lenis	/r/,	approximant-bilabial-
lenis	/w/,	and	approximant-palatal-lenis	/j/	is	also	found	to	be	added	in	both	IND	and	ARA	words.	Since	it	
is	inserted	within	a	word,	the	addition	is	called	anaptyxis.	
	
• Vowel	Additions	

o Vowel	Additions	in	IND	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

inch	 /Intʃ/	 inci	 /ɂIn.Ci/	 شنإ 	 /ɂInʃ/	
golf	 /gɑlf/	 golf	 /go.ləf/	 فلوج 	 /Ju:lf/	

squash	 /skwɒʃ/	 skuas	 /sku.was/	 شاوكسإ 	 /ɂIs.kwa:ʃ/	
	

High-front-tense	/i/	is	added	in	IND	words.	Since	it	is	added	as	the	final	sound	of	the	words,	the	
addition	is	called	proparalepsis.	Mid-central-lax	/ə/	and	high-front-tense	/u/	are	also	found	to	be	added	
in	IND	words.	Since	it	is	inserted	within	a	word,	the	addition	is	called	anaptyxis.	
	

o Vowel	Additions	in	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

mechani
c	 /mi.kæ.nIk/	 mekanik	 /me.ka.nIk/	 يكیناكیم 	 /mi:.ka:.ni:.ki:/	

influenz
a	 /In.fluen.zə/	 influenz

a	 /ɂIn.flu.wɛn.za/	 ازنولفنإ 	 /ɂIn.fI.lu.wʌn.za/	

folklore	 /fəʊ.klɔ:/	 folklor	 /fo.klor/	 رولكلوف 	 /fu:l.kʊ.lu:r/	
platinu
m	 /plæ.tI.nəm/	 platinum	 /pla.tinʊm/	 نیتلاب 	 /ba.la.ti:n/	

	
Anaptyxis	also	happens	in	ARA	words	as	can	be	seen	in	the	insertion/addition	of	vowels	in	ARA	

words	above-listed.	
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o Vowel	Additions	in	both	IND	and	ARA	
ENG	 IND	 ARA	

flannel	 /flænl/	 flanel	 /fla.nel/	 يلیناف 	 /fa:.ni:.li:/	
	

Anaptyxis	also	happens	in	both	IND	and	ARA	words	as	can	be	seen	in	in	the	cognates	above.	
	
• Length	Additions	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
disco	 /dIs.kəʊ/	 disko	 /dIs.ko/	 وکسید 	 /di:s.ku:/	

panoram
a	 /pæ.nə.rɑ.mə/	 panorama	 /pa.no.ra.ma/	 اماروناب 	 /ba:.nu:.ro:.ma:/	

whisky	 /wIs.ki/	 wiski	 /wIs.ki/	 يكسیو 	 /wi:s.ki:/	
	

Length	 (/:/)	 is	added	 in	 the	realization	of	ARA	words.	The	phenomenon	of	 the	prosodic	aspects	
addition	is	found	in	many	ARA	words	becoming	the	data	source	of	this	article;	the	three	above-listed	are	
only	the	examples.	However,	the	length	addition	is	not	found	in	any	IND	words	becoming	the	data	source	
of	this	article.	
	
• Sound-Cluster	Additions	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
squash	 /skwɒʃ/	 skuas	 /sku.was/	 شاوكسإ 	 /ɂIs.kwa:ʃ/	
stereo	 /ste.riəʊ/	 stereo	 /ste.re.jo/	 ویریتسإ 	 /ɂIs.ti:.ri.ju:/	

	
Sound	cluster	/ɂI/	is	added	as	initial	sounds	(initial	syllable)	in	ARA	words	above-listed.		The	

addition	of	sound-cluster	(syllable	consisting	of	/ɂ/	as	its	coda	and	/I/	as	its	nucleus)	is	not	found	in	IND	
words	involved	in	this	article.	
	
• Bound	Morpheme	Additions	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
chocolat

e	 /tʃɒ.klIt/	 coklat	 /Co.klʌt/	 ةتلاوکوش 	 /ʃu:.ku.la:.tʌh/	

yard	 /jɑ:d/	 yard	 /jʌrt/	 ةدرای 	 /ja:r.dʌh/	
	

Each	of	ENG	words	does	not	contain	suffix.	However,	ARA	suffix	ة-		or		ة		is	added	in	ARA	words.	
The	attachment	of	 the	suffix,	 as	well	 as	 the	addition	of	 fricative-glottal-fortis	/h/	as	 the	 final	 sound	 in	
/tu:.nʌh/	discussed	in	the	several	previous	sections	seem	to	deal	with	the	phenomenon	of	analogy.	The	
suffix	attachment	is	influenced	by	the	existence	of	other	ARA	words	containing	the	suffix	such	as	 ةیتامغارب 	
/bI.ri:.ɣa.ma:.tij.jah/	exemplified		previously.	
	
5.3 Sound	Fusions	and	Deletions	
The	following	is	the	distribution	of	sound	fusions	and	sound	deletion	among	the	cognates.	
	
• Sound	Fusions	in	ARA		

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
kangaroo	 /kæŋ.gəru:/	 kanguru	 /kaŋ.guru/	 رغنك 	 /ka:.ŋʌr/	
flannel	 /flænl/	 flanel	 /fla.nel/	 يلیناف 	 /fa:.ni:.li:/	
tuna	 /tju:.nə/	 tuna	 /tu.na/	 ةنوت 	 /tu:.nʌh/	

	
Every	consonant-cluster	in	ENG	words	above-mentioned	is	fused	into	a	single	consonant	in	ARA	

and	IND	words.	
	
• Vowel	Deletions	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
kangaroo	 /kæŋ.gəru:/	 kanguru	 /kaŋ.gu.ru/	 رغنك 	 /ka:.ŋʌr/	
penicillin	 /pe.nI.sI.lIn/	 penisilin	 /pe.ni.si.lIn/	 نیلسنب 	 /bIn.si.li:n/	
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Apocope	or	the	deletion	of	the	final	sound	of	a	word	happens	in	the	realization	of	ARA	/ka:ŋʌr/.	

Meanwhile,	syncope	or	the	deletion	of	the	sound	in	the	middle	of	a	word	happens	in	ARA	/bInsili:n/.	
	
• Sound-Cluster	Deletions	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
fluorine	 /flʊə.ri:n/	 fluorin	 /fluo.rIn/	 رولف 	 /fʊ.lu:r/	
platinum	 /plæ.tI.nəm/	 platinum	 /pla.ti.nʊm/	 نیتلاب 	 /ba.la.ti:n/	

	
The	nucleus	of	the	final	syllable	of	every	ENG	word	above-listed	is	replaced	by	another	vowel	in	

IND	words	while	the	nucleus	and	the	coda	are	deleted	in	ARA	words.	The	deletion	of	the	sound-cluster	
seems	to	be	related	to	vowel	addition.	The	first	syllable	of	every	ENG	word	consists	of	double	onset.	A	
vowel	is	added	in	every	ARA	word	and	becomes	the	nucleus	of	a	new	syllable,	i.e.	the	syllable	in	which	
the	first	consonant	the	double	onset	becomes	the	onset.	The	second	onset	of	the	double	onset	becomes	
the	 onset	 of	 the	 second	 syllable	 in	ARA	words.	 Therefore,	 although	 sound-cluster	 deletion	happens,	
deletion	does	not	make	any	syllable	reduction	in	ARA	words	above-listed.		
	
• Length	Deletion	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
dollar	 /dɒ:.lər/	 dolar	 /do.lʌr/	 رلاود 	 /du:.la:r/	

kerosene	 /ke.rə.si:n/	 kerosin	 /ke.ro.sIn/	 نیسوریك 	 /ki:.ru:.si:n/	
super-
market	 /su:.pə.	mɑ.kIt/	 super-

market	
/su.pər.	
mʌr.kət/	 تكرامربوس 	 /su:.bʌr.	

ma:r.kIt/	
	

Length	(/:/)	is	deleted	in	the	realization	of	IND	words.	Such	deletion	is	found	in	many	IND	words	
becoming	the	data	source	of	this	article.	The	three	cognates	above-listed	represent	them.	
	
• Bound	Morpheme	Deletions	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
chips	 /tʃIps/	 cip	 /cIp/	 سبش 	 /ʃIbs/	
jeans	 /dʒi:nz/	 jin	 /JIn/	 زنیج 	 /Ji:nz/	

pyjamas	 /pə.dʒɑ:.məz/	 piama	 /pijama/	 ةماجب 	 /bi.Ja:.mʌh/	
	

Every	ENG	word	listed-above	contains	plural-form-marker	suffix	-s.	The	realization	of	the	ENG	
suffix	is	maintained	in	ARA	/ʃIbs/	and	/Ji:nz/,	but	it	is	replaced	by	ARA	suffix	ة-		in	/bi.Ja:.mʌh/.	However,	
the	ENG	suffix	is	not	realized	(deleted)	in	IND	words.	The	deletion	of	the	suffix	seems	to	deal	with	the	
fact	that	IND	does	not	have	any	plural-form-marker	suffix.	
	
5.4 Metatheses	
The	following	is	the	distribution	of	metatheses	among	the	cognates.	
	

ENG	 IND	 ARA	
penalty	 /penʌlti/	 penalti	 /penʌlti/	 يتنلب 	 /balʌnti:/	

pragmatism	 /præg.	
mə.tI.zəm/	 pragmatisme	 /prʌk.	

ma.tIs.mə/	 ةیتامغارب 	 /bI.ri:.ɣa.	
ma:.tij.jah	

	
The	sound-cluster	of	/nʌl/	becomes	the	second	syllable	of	/pe.nʌl.ti/	while	/lʌn/	becomes	the	

second	syllable	in	/ba.lʌn.ti:/.	The	onset	in	ENG	word	changes	position	into	the	coda	in	ARA	word	and	
vice-verse.	Therefore,	metathesis	or	sound	position-change	happens	in	the	realization	of	the	ARA	word.	

The	final	syllable	of	/præg.mə.tI.zəm/	is	/zəm/.	Meanwhile,	the	final	syllable	of	/prʌk.ma.tIs.mə/	
is	/mə/.	The	onset	of	the	final	syllable	of	the	ENG	word	/z/	is	replaced	by	/s/,	moves,	and	becomes	the	
coda	of	penultimate	syllable	of	IND	word.	The	coda	of	the	final	syllable	of	ENG	word	/m/	becomes	the	
onset	of	the	final	syllable	of	the	IND	word.	Therefore,	besides	consonant	replacement,	metathesis	also	
happens	in	/prʌk.ma.tIs.mə/.		
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6. CONCLUSION	
Most	of	the	linguistic	units	becoming	the	data	source	of	this	article	are	in	forms	of	copy	words.	Even,	
ENG	ice	cream,	which	is	in	form	of	a	phrase,	is	realized	as	IND	word	eskrim.	Besides,	there	are	some	ARA	
copy	words	involved	in	this	article,	such	as 	and	ʃu:.ku.la:.tʌh//	 ةتلاوکوش 	certain	consist	ja:r.dʌh/,/	 ةدرای
suffix,	i.e.	ARA	suffix	ة-		or		ة		(ta	marbuthah).	

Sound	correspondences	discussed	in	this	article	involve	the	replacement	of	consonants,	vowels,	
diphthong,	length	(a	prosodic	aspect),	and	bound	morphemes.	Compared	to	consonant	replacements,	
vowel	 replacements	 involve	more	 phenomena.	 Both	 consonant	 fortition	 and	 consonant	 lenition	 are	
found	in	the	realization	of	copy	words	(both	IND	and	ARA).	Vowel	tensing	and	vowel	laxing,	as	well	as	
tongue-position	 shifts,	 are	 found	 in	 the	 realizations	 of	 both	 IND	 and	 ARA	words.	 Assimilations	 and	
dissimilations	are	also	found	in	the	replacement	of	both	consonants	and	vowels.	

Diphthongization,	in	which	a	vowel	in	ENG	word	is	realized	as	a	sound-cluster	consisting	of	a	
vowel	 followed	 by	 an	 approximant,	 is	 found	 in	 ARA	 بیج 	 /Jʌjb/.	 Dealing	 with	 replacement	 of	 ENG	
diphthongs,	monophthonizations	are	found	in	the	realizations	of	both	IND	and	ARA	words.	However,	
more	monophthongizations	happen	in	IND	than	in	ARA.	

Sound	 additions	 involve	 consonants,	 vowels,	 sound-cluster,	 length,	 and	 bound	morphemes.	
However,	sound-cluster	additions,	length	additions,	and	bound	morpheme	additions	only	happen	in	ARA	
words.	Meanwhile,	sound	deletions	involve	vowels,	sound-cluster,	length,	and	bound	morpheme.	Vowel	
deletions	and	sound-cluster	deletions	only	happen	 in	ARA	words	while	 length	deletions	and	bound-
morpheme	 deletions	 only	 happen	 in	 IND	 words.	 Different	 from	 sound	 deletions,	 there	 are	 some	
phenomena	of	sound	fusions	happening	in	both	IND	and	ARA	words.	The	sound	fusions	only	involve	
consonants.	
Metaheses	or	sound-position	changes	are	 found	 in	 the	realizations	of	both	 IND	and	ARA	words.	The	
position	 changes	 involve	 onset	 and	 coda	 as	 elements	 of	 syllable.	 However,	 other	 common	
morphophonemic	phenomena	such	as	haplology	and	reduplication	are	not	found	in	the	realizations	of	
copy	words	discussed	in	this	article.	
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